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Shipping must start planning for new 
lease accounting standards

Inside

IFRS 16 is effective for periods beginning 

on or after 1 January 2019. It covers all 

leases, but those with operating leases 

as a lessee will be most affected. Under 

IFRS 16, companies which previously 

leased in vessels under arrangements 

identified as operating leases will have to 

recognise their interest in the vessel as 

an asset in the balance sheet. They will 

also be required to record a liability for 

future payments relating to the vessel 

under the charter.

Recording a lease for the first time 

under the new rules may make a 

substantial difference to gross assets 

and liabilities. Where companies have 

covenants based on total debt levels, 

this may lead to breaches. There will 

also be some effect on reported profit. 

Total lease costs will be more front-

loaded, which will most affect those 

with just a few substantial charters, or 

perhaps just one.

PREC ISE .  PROVEN.  PERFORMANCE .

New accounting standards for leases have been issued both 
internationally, by the IASB, and in the United States by the 
Financial Accounting Standards Board (FASB).

It is only the asset element of time-

charters that falls within the scope of 

the lease standard. An allocation of 

total amounts payable will need to be 

made between the amounts 

attributable to the lease and those 

attributable to the service.

While the FASB update, ASU 2016 - 02, 

Leases (Topic 842), is similar in many 

respects to IFRS 16, the two standards 

do contain significant differences. There 

will be a similar effect on the balance 

sheet when the new standard comes 

into force, with both assets and liabilities 

appearing for the first time in respect of 

arrangements previously classified as 

operating leases. It is the impact on 

profit that will not be as great as the 

American standard will continue to allow 

total charges to be spread on a more 

even basis. 

Although it will be a few years before 

the first financial statements are 

published which have to comply with the 

new standards, many shipping 

companies and offshore maritime 

operators will need to consider the effect 

on their financial statements. 
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The High Court in London recently confirmed that peripatetic 

ships’ crew living in the UK, who start and finish their voyages 

from a UK port, have automatic pension enrolment rights. 

Fleet Maritime Services (Bermuda) Limited argued that its UK 

workers, because they operated in international waters, were 

not covered by the auto-enrolment legislation which requires UK 

employers to enrol into a pension scheme those employees 

‘ordinarily working’ at sea outside UK waters. But the High 

Court rejected this argument, and backed the regulator.

Shipping businesses should review their position on auto-enrolment 

as a result of this decision.

Peripatetic crew 
entitlement to UK 
pension rights
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The UK Budget 2016 contained a number of developments of 

interest to the shipping sector, including a reduction in the rate 

of corporation tax (to 17% from 1 April 2020), a cap on the 

amount of tax relief for interest payable, and significant 

reductions in the rates of capital gains tax for individuals. In 

addition there were measures designed to assist the offshore 

maritime oil and gas sector, including the effective abolition of 

petroleum revenue tax and a reduction in the Supplementary 

Charge from 20% to 10%. There was also very limited, but 

potentially important, reference to ongoing major non-

domicile taxation reforms. 

UK Budget implications 
for shipping
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Holding companies in the shipping and offshore maritime 

services sector are among those who could benefit most from 

potential significant VAT savings under draft HMRC guidelines.

Typically, HMRC has challenged VAT recoveries claimed by 

holding companies. Recent EU case law, however, suggests that, 

if the holding company is providing genuine services to its 

subsidiaries, it should be possible to recover VAT incurred on 

expenditure, without restriction.

 

HMRC has confirmed that it is revising its policy towards holding 

company VAT recoveries, which is likely to lead to a relaxation of 

its former restrictive approach. Accordingly, corporate groups 

should be reviewing arrangements for holding companies and 

how they treat the VAT incurred. 

Holding companies eye 
potential VAT opportunities
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Despite representations to HMRC by Moore Stephens, the 

Budget provided no clarification as to whether companies in 

tonnage tax should be allowed to claim tax relief in respect 

of their R&D activities, which would have provided a 

welcome boost to the shipping sector. 

HMRC, meanwhile, has announced that the EU flagging  

rules will continue to apply for the year beginning 1 April 

2016. Under these rules, and depending on individual 

circumstances, a tonnage tax company may need to ensure 

that a vessel which it starts to own or charter in is flagged 

under an EU (or EEA) flag in order to be in the UK tonnage  

tax regime. 

Tonnage tax update
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Work is well under way on  

the new edition of our annual 

OpCost study, which will  

benchmark 2015 ship operating costs. With operating costs 

continuing to rise, owners and operators need accurate  

and reliable information on cost movements to help plan their 

budgets and business strategies accurately. OpCost can also  

be used for business and budget planning, and transfer  

pricing studies. 

OpCost is the most widely respected barometer of ship 

operating costs in the industry. It is available in a user-friendly 

online format, and is continually supplemented with new data 

to provide the shipping industry with the information it needs 

to monitor and plan its expenditure.

OpCost is available in a user-friendly online version at:  

www.opcostonline.com

 

To participate in OpCost, or for more information, contact:

Moore Stephens recently hosted a well-attended seminar at its 

London office to provide an insight into how shipping can 

strengthen its cyber security. 

Five key points on cyber security were emphasised:

1. Board and senior management must understand the threat. 

2. Companies and individuals must understand what is 
vulnerable, and how important it is in terms of confidentiality, 
integrity and availability to the business. 

3. Companies and individuals must understand how to protect 
information. Staff must receive practical education, security 
must be built into all processes and procedures, and 
technology must be repeatedly configured, tested and 
remediated.

4. There must be awareness of how to detect a breach.

5. Practical contingency plans must be embedded into company 
procedures.

Planning ahead with 
OpCost 

Five key points on cyber 
security
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The likelihood of respondents making a 

major investment over the next year was 

down on the previous survey, on a scale of 

1 to 10, from 5.2 to 4.8. Demand trends, 

competition, and tonnage supply were 

deemed likely to influence performance 

most significantly. The number of 

respondents who expected finance costs 

to increase over the next 12 months was 

down by five percentage points on last 

time, to 42%. 

There was a 16 percentage-point increase 

in the numbers of respondents anticipating 

lower freight rates in the tanker markets. 

But there was a small increase in the 

number of respondents anticipating higher 

rates in the dry bulk and container ship 

sectors, compared to the figures for 

November 2015.

Meanwhile, 31% of respondents predicted 

that the price of crude oil would be 

between $30 and $39 in 12 months time.

Read the full survey report at 

www.moorestephens.co.uk/shipping-

transport

Confidence dips to new low
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The average confidence level expressed by respondents to our latest Shipping Confidence Survey for the 
quarter ended February 2016 was 5.0 out of 10.0, down from the 5.6 recorded in November 2015.
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“The maritime industry today is a very challenging and exciting 

sector, which requires specialist knowledge and expertise, and in 

this respect we are fortunate to be able to work closely with the 

Moore Stephens Shipping team, which has unrivalled experience 

in this area.” 

Steven is an active member of the Chartered Institute of 

Taxation, which he represents on HM Revenue and Customs 

Research & Development Consultative Committee. He also 

chairs the Moore Stephens Tax Technical Committee. 

Outside of work, Steven describes his main activity as 

chauffeuring his two sons to a variety of sporting commitments, 

which include triathlon, hockey, squash, football, swimming and 

athletics. If he has any time left after that, he enjoys cycling and 

a game of racketball.

The Moore Stephens Innovation & Technology Group deals with tax 

services covering primarily UK Government incentives which allow 

companies to apply a lower rate of corporation tax to profits 

earned from its innovations. This includes where R&D tax relief and 

Patent Box can trigger tax credits, sometimes when no tax has 

previously been paid. A great deal of the group’s work involves new 

R&D claims second opinions into R&D claims previously submitted 

and international R&D claims. A new service line has seen an 

extension of this into applications for UK and European grants 

supporting innovation and new capital investment for UK businesses.

A significant part of Steven’s workload involves the shipping and 

offshore maritime sector. He says, “This typically encompasses a 

lot of back-office software development, including e-ticketing, 

e-commerce, tracking and mapping and interfacing with new 

platforms. We are also heavily involved in using our expertise in 

connection with R&D claims arising from the manufacture of 

components such as engine parts, new, generally lighterweight 

equipment and machinery and fuel-efficient propulsion systems 

producing reduced levels of carbon emissions.

The last in a series looking at classic and alternative definitions 

of shipping and accountancy terms 

Textbook definition
‘Zero-rated’ goods are still VAT-taxable, but the rate of VAT to 

be charged is 0%. 

The alternative definition 
Examples of zero-rated goods include bingo and burials at sea. 

In the transport sector, you can zero-rate the carriage of 

passengers, provided you keep the evidence. Donkey-rides are 

excluded, while hot-air balloon rides and flights to nowhere are 

standard-rated. The list is not exhaustive, merely incongruous.

A recent opinion by the Court of Justice of the European Union 

in a dispute between the Lithuanian tax authorities and a 

Lithuanian bunker supplier looking to zero-rate its bunkers has 

meanwhile turned everybody white. And a decision by the 

English High Court which left a shipowner claiming that it had 

been asked to pay twice for the same fuel has turned everybody 

a whiter shade of pale, which was a hit in the 60s for Procul 

Harum. The band was named after either a corrupted Latin 

proverb or somebody’s cat.

If a thing’s worth doing, it’s worth doing twice.

The devil’s dictionary: Z is for zero-rated goods

Profile: Steven Levine

For more information please go to:

www.moorestephens.co.uk/shipping-transport
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Steven Levine is the partner who heads up the Innovation & Technology 
Group at Moore Stephens. He was previously a partner at Chantrey Vellacott, 
the accountancy firm which merged with Moore Stephens in 2015.
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